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Abstract
Nanodiamond (ND) has emerged as an intriguing material in
recent years both industrially and in research. During the last
decade, ND has furthered its way into the biomedical field,
mainly due to its inherent photoluminescent properties. In
parallel, the development of advanced biomedical imaging
methods and techniques has faced a steep upswing, making
these two a ‘perfect match’. The optical and physical properties
of ND can be tuned, rendering them highly interesting as
versatile biomedical imaging probes. In this short review, we
will cover a few of the most recently emerged applications of
NDs in biomedical imaging and contemplate on current chal-
lenges and future directions.
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Introduction
Being constructed from the ‘element of life’, carbon

nanomaterials have attracted considerable recent
research and technical interest. The fascination for
nanocarbons may undoubtedly have been fueled by the
Nobel Prizes in Chemistry in 1996 and Physics in 2010,
which were both awarded for the discovery of two new
forms of carbon, namely fullerene and graphene, both of
which also being a type of carbon nanomaterial.
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Graphene constituted the world’s first two-dimensional
(nano)material [1], that is, with two dimensions on the
nanoscale. Notably, the manufacturing route of nano-
diamonds (NDs) was even awarded an Ig Nobel Prize in
2012 [2] which should be regarded a recognition despite
the humorous undertone. Although the growth of sci-
entific ND articles have faced a steady growth since the
beginning of the 2000s, a search in Scopus combining

‘nanodiamond’ with ‘bio’ as wildcard reveals the growth
in published papers considering NDs for biorelevant
applications did not take off until after the year 2008
(Figure 1). Considering the all-time high for the latter,
recorded in year 2017 as 164, this is still quite a new
research area to be explored. Every new field of research
experiences certain growing pains, and we intend to, in
the following text, take a brief glance at those to bring
into perspective where this exciting field has reached
today and what the future prospects may bring ahead.

NDs are, as the name suggests, nanoscopic particles of
diamond generally fabricated by detonation (DND) or
high-temperature high-pressure methods, even though
several newer methods have recently emerged as well
[3]. The second most remarkable property of (nano)
diamond from a technical point of view, after its
extraordinary mechanical hardness, is their unique op-
tical properties [4]. These are caused by impurities or
defects in the diamond lattice and can be deliberately
introduced by using high-energy methods required to
break the exceptionally stable diamond crystal struc-

ture. Thus, this type of artificial ‘coloring’ of diamonds
can be achieved by irradiation with a-particles,
deutrons, protons, neutrons, electrons, and g-rays or
bombardment with high-energy ions. Both types of
intrinsic point defects that exist in diamond, that is,
vacancy and interstitial related, can form optical centers,
and to-date known elements that are associated with
forming optically active defects in diamond include H,
He, Li, B, N, O, Ne, P, Si, As, Ti, Cr, Ni, Co, Zn, Zr, Ag,
W, Xe, and Tl [4]. The significant upturn in bio-related
research involving ND (indicated previously) is specif-

ically related to its inherent fluorescent properties,
whereby the invention of the so-called fluorescent
nanodiamond (FND) in 2005 lead to this entering of
ND into a previously quite unexplored field [5]. Some
color centers can even detect changes in magnetic field,
electric field, and temperature; opening up a multitude
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Scopus search on ‘nanodiamond* + bio*’ on 14.2.2019.
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of application areas of ND in biomedical research that
shall be exemplified in the following text.

From a fluorescence point of view, the nitrogen va-
cancies (NV0, NV�), SiV, and H3 are perhaps of greatest
importance [6]. However, the definition of what allows
an ND to be classified as an FND has been ambiguous
since their discovery. The original definition of FND
stated that ‘FND is nanoscale diamond containing a
high-density ensemble of fluorescent centers.’ The
‘high-density’ in this case meant >1 ppm, which cannot
be achieved without ion implantation or high-energy
particle bombardment. Later, the definition has been
widened to include NDs containing any concentration

of fluorescent centers. From a practical applicability
point of view, there is a threshold to the amount of
centers required for the FND to be detectable
depending on the applied technique. In a 100 nm FND,
the density of NV� centers may be up to 10 ppm, and
these NDs perform extremely well for different bio-
imaging purposes. Concurrently, within the ND field,
the quest for single-digit ND [7] has continued and,
while certainly of high interest for many ND applica-
tions, perhaps disregarding that their feasibility as the
‘optimal’ biomedical imaging probe may not be that

remarkable due to the low inherent amount of fluores-
cent centers. For smaller NDs, more fluorescent centers
need to be introduced for increased brightness. Never-
theless, it should be noted that a recent study by
Reineck et al. [8] found the correlation between ND
size and fluorescence brightness being surprisingly
weak, suggesting that there is still more to learn on the
mechanisms governing ND fluorescence.

One contributing factor in the quest for the single-digit
bioimaging probe may well be connected to the
www.sciencedirect.com
misconception that, in nanomedicine, smaller is better.
Being too small may, on the contrary, be extremely
harmful if used in the wrong way. In addition, the like-
lihood of such small nanoparticles, with that high
consequent surface energy, existing as single particles in
the complex biological environment is quite low. One of
the culture clashes for NDs entering from the physics
field to the biomedical field are the applied character-

ization methods, whereby the methods used for char-
acterizing NDs in dry state are hardly applicable for
detecting NDs in living organisms such as cells. The
classical characterization method for stating the size of
NDs is X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, yielding the
size of individual diamond crystals/grains. These may
very well not even be separable from neighboring grains,
that is, even in dry powder form, the ND exists in
aggregated or agglomerated state. Consequently, their
resulting size in the physiological milieu when they are
further dispersed into such a complex environment is

something completely different. One can even distin-
guish between three different states of nanoparticles
(NPs) when used in biomedical applications, as pro-
posed by Walkey et al. They described the design of NPs
with two different causal relationships: synthetic iden-
tity determines the biological identity, which in turn
determines the physiological response [9]. Here, syn-
thetic identity is defined by dry-state properties such as
size, shape, and chemical composition, whereas biolog-
ical identity, by wet-state properties such as hydrody-
namic size, aggregation, and protein adsorption.

We fully agree that ND is a remarkable material, and
thus, efforts should be placed on exploiting these
phenomenal traits to showcase the possibilities of ND in
a justified manner. In the following section, we shall
thus concentrate on identifying a few bio-related
application areas where the unique properties of (F)
ND can come to their true right.
Nanoscopic bioimaging agents
Imaging is a widely used term for the visualization of
body parts, cells, tissues, or organs, for applications in
clinical diagnosis, disease treatment, and biological
research [10e13]. Medical imaging incorporates the
fields of nuclear medicine positron emission tomography
(PET) and single-photon emission computed tomogra-
phy (SPECT) and radiology (ultrasound, computed to-

mography, X-ray, and magnetic resonance imaging
[MRI]), whereas cellular imaging mainly deals with
optical imaging (fluorescence, bright field, dark field,
phase contrast, and so on.) and electron microscopy
(transmission and scanning electron microscopy).
Cellular imaging remains one of the most significant
techniques applied in biological research based on the
concept that ‘seeing is believing.’ The spatiotemporal
resolution of fluorescence microscopy permits visuali-
zation of subcellular structures, by application of
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
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fluorescent probes. Some advanced fluorescence-based
imaging systems can even accomplish monitoring mol-
ecules within a living animal [14], but for optical
methods, imaging depth is always a limitation because of
both tissue autofluorescence (giving rise to severe
background signals) as well as photon scattering
(resulting in poor penetration of light through tissue)
[15]. The term ‘bioimaging’ usually refers to cellular

imaging techniques; in a recent review on NPs for
fluorescent bioimaging, ‘bioimaging’ was defined as “the
acquisition of images of biological matter by using
fluorescent probes or fluorescent labels and nano-
materials” [16]. Fluorescence cell imaging thus involves
the application of fluorophores for the visualization of
cellular processes. The major classes of fluorescent im-
aging agents belong to (1) fluorescent small-molecular
organic compounds, (2) fluorescent proteins, and (3)
NPs. The latter have gained prominence mostly over the
last decade with the advancement of interdisciplinary

applications of material sciences in biology [17e20].
The common features of all fluorescent probes include
(1) emission within a suitable range for detection (400e
800 nm), (2) specificity of an excitation wavelength, (3)
a high quantum yield and molar absorption coefficient,
and (4) photostability. Organic fluorophores and fluo-
rescent proteins are compatible with advanced fluores-
cence imaging systems such as confocal microscopy,
two-photon (2P) microscopy (nonlinear) [21,22], and
super-resolution fluorescence nanoscopy [12,23]. A
fluorophore (fluorescent molecule) can be recycled

infinite times from the ground energy state to the
excited energy state. However, the fluorescence signal
ultimately fades by a phenomenon known as photo-
bleaching [24]. The process of bleaching constitutes a
major concern with the application of organic fluo-
rophores and fluorescent proteins for long-term imaging.

Enter the nanodiamond!
To overcome the present prevailing shortcomings such as
photobleaching related to fluorophores, NPs have been
introduced as a promising tool for bioimaging [25e29].
Notably, while the conventional fluorophores are organic
molecular compounds, most nanomaterials possessing
inherent imaging capability are inorganic materials [30].

Fluorescent NPs have overall displayed good contrast
and good photostability, along with nanometric sizes that
allow efficient and rapid cellular internalization
[16,31,32]. Among them, NDs have emerged as an
exceptionally promising candidate mainly because of
their photostability and alleged excellent biocompati-
bility [7,33,34], derived from studies in different cell
lines (in vitro) and even with a smaller number of animal
models (in vivo) [35e44]. In vitro investigations have
demonstrated that NDs do not significantly alter major
cellular processes such as cell differentiation, cell cycle

progression, and proliferation and remain a nontoxic label
at lower concentrations [39,45e47].
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
Given the fact that diamonds are one of the hardest and
biologically nondegradable materials intuitively seems
puzzling that it does not affect normal cell growth and
proliferation. Given that NDs are inherently fluorescent
cell labels, intracellular trafficking studies with endo-
somal and lysosomal markers can be performed with
ease. Recently, Prabhakar et al. have demonstrated a
possible mechanism that could explain the underlying

reasons for ND’s cytocompatibility with fluorescence
and electron microscopy [48]. They demonstrated that a
significant population of unmodified NDs was colo-
calized with either early endosomes or lysosomes
(Figure 2). This investigation concluded that cells could
regulate the amount of NDs by continuous endocytosis/
exocytosis of ND population in the cell. Consequently,
the overall amount at any given time could be
manageable for the cells.

Biofunctionalization of NDs
Organic functionalization
As with any type of NP, surface functionalization of NDs
is a prerequisite for achieving sufficient cell imaging
potential and controllable behavior in the biological
milieu. The cellular interaction of NDs can be tailored
for specific applications such as enhanced cellular
internalization for imaging, target cell recognition, and
to improve colloidal stability [37,46,49]. Various surface
functionalization strategies have been performed with
NDs such as conjugation with polymers [50,51], pep-

tides [52,53], antibodies [54e56], or ligands [57] to
enhance cellular targetability/internalization of ND,
but, notably, also for enhancing their optical properties
[58,59]. Between a range of differently surface func-
tionalized NDs, the brightest fluorescent ND has shown
to be up to 100 times brighter than the least fluorescent
one [60], and Reineck et al. [8] also suggested surface
interactions being one of the possible reasons for the
observed weak correlation between FND size and
fluorescence brightness. Nevertheless, diamond being a
highly inert material intuitively contradicts its reactivity

and thus susceptibility towards different surface func-
tionalization methods. Here, the explanation lies in the
production method(s) of NDs, which includes a purifi-
cation step in strong acid to remove any nondiamond
carbon that was produced during the production. This
portion gives rise to the different available organic
groups on the ND surface; they can, for example, be
different types of carboxylic acids, amines, or hydroxyls.
While these can be very hard to identify and define,
NDs are nowadays deliberately carboxylated to yield
COOH groups that are feasible for further functionali-

zation, for example, conjugation with biomolecules via
amide bonds. Thus, the acquired negative surface
charge also allows for electrostatic complexation with
positively charged polymer coatings such as poly-
ethylenimine, which has shown to improve overall
cellular internalization. The application of a positively
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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The temporal localization of NDs in cells was studied by early endosomes as internalization ‘coordinate’-marker early endosomal antigen 1 (EEA1) and
lysosomes as a marker for lysosome-based degradation pathway. (a)–(d) A significant population of NDs was localized in early endosomes over a period
of 48 h; (e)–(h) a significant population of ND localization as seen in lysosomes over a period of 48 h. However, NDs can be seen bound to either early
endosomes or lysosomes, suggesting endocytosis and exocytosis could be occurring simultaneously. ND, nanodiamond.
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charged polyethylene imine layer on an ND surface
maximizes interaction with the negatively charged lipid
bilayer of the cell membrane [58,61]. Consequently,

better internalization leads to enhanced detection with
fluorescence microscopy [58,62]. The same approach
can also be exploited to complex oppositely charged
drugs (e.g. doxorubicin) [63] or for conjugation of pep-
tides [64] for delivery purposes, but compelling evi-
dence for the often claimed superiority of ND
specifically for drug delivery over already existing NP
platforms has not been unambiguously shown to date.

Inorganic functionalization
A perhaps less exploited approach for the functionali-
zation of ND is ‘inorganic functionalization’, in this case,
referring to one inorganic material being coated with/

encapsulated within another inorganic material, for
instance, by constructing so-called coreeshell nano-
composites [65]. Silica is a typical coating material in
coreeshell design with other inorganic nanoparticles,
and also ND has been coated with both porous [66] and
nonporous [67] silica for several reasons. Coating with
nonporous silica is commonly applied to enhance the
aqueous dispersability of nanoparticles due to the
inherent hydrophobicity of most other inorganic
www.sciencedirect.com
nanoparticles, or their tendency to aggregate under
aqueous conditions. Silica being an optically transparent
material indicates that the fluorescent signal from an

ND construct should not be hampered even though
covered with a silica layer. Indeed, also the photo-
luminescent properties of an ND core have shown to
been improved with the deposition of a silica layer, while
there is an obvious advantage in the loading of cargo
molecules in the case of a porous shell [37]. Thus, the
obtained controlled particle size in contrast to pure ND
[8] has further enabled the use of a NDesilica com-
posite to create a hybrid nano-optomechanical system
[68]. Another functionalization regime that could
perhaps also be considered ‘inorganic functionalization’

is creation of surface carbon species as sources of fluo-
rescence on the ND surface [69]. It has been estab-
lished that the type of organic functionalization on ND
can have a profound impact on their fluorescence
properties [60], whereby fluorescent ‘carbon dots’ can
be deliberately created onto the ND surface by post-
synthesis processing methods [70]. These carbon dots
exist as 1e2 nm ‘bulbs’ on top of the ND, composed of
sp2 and amorphous carbon, and this course of action has
shown to endow even single-digit ND bright enough to
be applicable for cellular imaging [70].
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
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ND as an excellent probe for super-resolution
microscopy
Owing to their characteristics, NDs are further
compatible with multimodal microscopy techniques
such as live cell imaging [71], small animal imaging
[41,47,72], super-resolution stimulated emission
depletion (STED) imaging [73,74], and multiphoton
(MP) microscopy [75]. STED techniques have
demonstrated a superior lateral resolution (X-Y) up to
6e30 nm [74]. The ideal fluorophores for STED mi-
croscopy require high photostability as a high power

STED depletion laser is applied for achieving depletion
of neighboring fluorophore molecules and, conse-
quently, obtaining a resolution below the diffraction
limit of light [76,77]. Thus, STED laser could cause
severe photobleaching of fluorophores and strictly limits
the sample observation time. Nevertheless, NDs have
shown to be excellent photostable markers for STED
imaging, and various applications of STED imaging with
NDs has been demonstrated to date. An earlier study by
Arroyo-Camejo et al. [74] used red fluorescent NDs and
revealed that STED microscopy can resolve the single

NVe centers with a resolution of w10 nm. Recently, a
novel application of green NDs (Figure 3) was demon-
strated with STED microscopy [73], which provided a
photostable STED probe in a different color than
existing red NDs. The demonstration of STED imaging
with the green NDs could open possibilities for long-
Figure 3
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STED microscopy of green NDs internalized in the HeLa cell. The main
image is a confocal scan of cell with internalized NDs. The green NDs
(green) and the membrane were stained with a red dye (Wheat Germ
Agglutinin (WGA), Alexa Fluor 680; Life Technologies). The two insets are
zoomed region of interest (box) images showing confocal and achieve-
ment of enhanced resolution with STED microscopy. The STED micro-
scopy resolves more details about the green NDs [73]. STED, stimulated
emission depletion; ND, nanodiamond.
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term two-color (red and green) STED microscopy
[73,74], thus considerably widening the possibilities of
combining different fluorophores for detailed time-lapse
imaging at super-resolution level.

In addition, future prospects such as antibody-conju-
gated green and red NDs could be applied for two-color
immunofluorescence microscopy with nanoscale reso-

lution. However, given the overwhelming optimism
surrounding NDs as STED probes, there are also critical
technical challenges such as phototoxicity caused due to
the requirement of high laser power for the excitation of
ND, as well as the high laser power required by STED
depletion laser. These issues need to be addressed
before any further successful application with live cell
STED experiments involving NDs, as the issue of
phototoxicity could limit the potential of NDs for super-
resolution STED microscopy.
ND as a contrast agent for photoacoustic
microscopy
Given the penetration depth limitations associated with
conventional optical microscopy methods, advance-
ments in imaging method development to allow in vivo
imaging beyond superficial investigations have resulted
in unprecedented depth and resolution being achieved
[15]. Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is an emerging
noninvasive imaging technique that provides both
increased depth and high spatial resolution, to an extent
not only vastly applicable for small animal in vivo imaging
but also for clinical imaging [78,79]. PA imaging is based
on a principle called PA effect and was first presented by
Alexander Graham Bell in 1880 (see Figure 4) [80].
Furthermore, excellent contrast can be provided by
application of various contrast agents (CAs) such as
semiconducting polymer NPs, gold nanorods, gold

nanoshells, and carbon nanotubes [81e83].

The application of external CAs could significantly
improve PA imaging sensitivity and specificity. The
prospective application of irradiated ND as a CA for PA
imaging has been reported previously because of their
high optical absorbance [84e86]. Fang et al [87]
investigated a range of spectroscopic methods for the
irradiation of NDs to render them suitable as photo-
acoustic imaging (PAI) probes. Compared with gold
nanorods of similar size, a substantially smaller (by

over four orders of magnitude) molar extinction coef-
ficient per particle was obtained by the applied
methods. Zhang et al. were able to create NDs with a
71-fold higher PA signal on a molar basis in comparison
to similarly dimensioned gold nanorods [81,88] that
could be imaged at a depth of 3 mm below the skin of
rodents at a concentration of 7.1 fmol. Recently, Zhang
et al. have demonstrated the application of irradiated
NDs as PA imaging CA for high resolution and
phenotype-specific molecular targeting of breast
www.sciencedirect.com
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The principle of photoacoustic imaging is based on photoacoustic effect,
in which electromagnetic radiation such as high energy pulse of applied
laser light is converted to ultrasound waves [79].
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cancer [89]. The NDs were surface functionalized
with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and conjugated with
affinity ligand, anti-HER2 peptide, to target HER2
positive breast cancer cells. Biofunctionalized NDs
were administered to BALB/C mice bearing orthotopic
HER2 positive or negative tumors. PA imaging
demonstrated that NDs were localized in tumors and
HER2 targeting by NDs (PEG-anti HER2 peptide) as
external CA significantly enhanced PA imaging of the
HER2-positive tumors. PA imaging along with the

application of ND as robust CA could significantly
achieve sub-millimeter resolution and could be used as
a potential low-cost technology to monitor phenotype-
specific cancer progression [89]. The further ad-
vancements in PA imaging using NDs a CA should
critically address the question related to ND’s long-
term biodistribution in organs and its final fate as
material. These unanswered questions still remain a
challenge in the in vivo applicability of NDs.
ND as a CA for MRI
MRI is a noninvasive method for imaging of internal
organs and has certain functional imaging capabilities
and has become a primary diagnostic tool for clinical
investigations to maximize diagnostic certainty. Con-
trary to optical methods, MRI does not suffer from

depth limitations and is associated with high resolution
but low sensitivity (for optical imaging, it is the other
way around). Therefore, MRI is restricted to clinical
(medical) imaging, whereas most optical methods are
not translatable to humans [14]. MRI generally re-
quires the application of external CAs to enhance the
www.sciencedirect.com
contrast difference between healthy and pathological
tissues. Therefore, development of CAs was imperative
for techniques to prosper as a gold standard of diag-
nostic imaging. In early phases of development, the
bulk of these MRI agents are either paramagnetic
gadolinium (Gd3þ) ion complexes or lanthanide-
containing superparamagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) par-
ticles and transition metals such as manganese (Mn2þ)
[90e97]. ND as a potential CA has been attempted by
using the ND as a carrier for molecular CAs, where the
ND surface was functionalized with paramagnetic Gd
(III) chelates to perform conventional T1-weighted
MRI [98].

Recently, a major improvement was reported in the
application of NDs as MRI CAs. Waddington et al. [99]
have applied a novel approach using only NDs, without
any complexation, for MRI. The authors have used a
technique that can provide high-contrast MR images

based on Overhauser effects [100e102]. NDs have
paramagnetic impurities on the surface that can be
used to transfer spin polarization to 1H spins in nearby
water solution (Figure 5). The results have potential to
perform in situ hyperpolarization via the Overhauser
technique. While a range of different NDs was stud-
ied, it was not clear from this investigation specifically
what these ‘paramagnetic impurities’ were. However,
Ajoy et al. [103] recently created hyperpolarized dia-
mond under ambient conditions owing to the NV
centers’ capability to generate hyperpolarized 13C

nuclei in nearby atoms upon illumination by light.
Thus, the NV center constituted a paramagnetic point
defect whose spin was optically polarized at room
temperature. While this ability has been known pre-
viously, their newly developed technique now enables
exploiting of this ND property, for example, for bio-
sensing [103].

The Waddington report again elucidates the potential
for in vivo application of ND-enabled Overhauser effect
as a practical methodology for long-term in vivo imaging
by MRI. Imaging setting and applied radio frequency

(RF) in the study was compatible with in vivo Over-
hauser MRI. Given that NDs were nontoxic at applied
high concentrations and can survive in vivo degradation
over a month period [99], the novel method of ND
application has the potential not only for biological MR
imaging applications but also for monitoring and
tracking the ND fate in vivo.
ND as a probe for correlative microscopy
Correlative microscopy confocal-EM (CLEM) combines
the advantages of both techniques by providing ultra-
structural and dynamic details with live cell confocal
imaging [13,71,104,105]. Furthermore, the same cell can
be investigated for ultrastructural details by electron
microscopy (EM).
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
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Figure 5
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Schematic representation of Overhauser effects. The paramagnetic impurities of ND surface can be used to efficiently transfer spin polarization to 1H
spins in the nearby water solution at the ultralow magnetic field [99]. RF, radio frequency; ND, nanodiamond.
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The application of super-resolution STED and subse-

quent imaging with EM requires development of a
compatible fluorescent and electron dense landmarks
for CLEM implementation and image correlation with
the multimodal (EM and fluorescence) images. Given
that NDs possess both these properties, a few successful
attempts of using NDs as CLEM markers have recently
been reported with both scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Hemelaar et al. [106] have demonstrated ND-based
correlative microscopy approach using a focused elec-
tron beam (cathodoluminescence) for high-resolution

localization. They reported that NDs fluorescence can
endure strong chemical fixative used in EM processing.
Hsieh et al. demonstrated advancements with NDs as
CLEM probe with a scanning electron microscope
[107]. They applied biotinylated lipid functionalized
NDs for cell surface antigen (CD44) recognition with
CLEM. Prabhakar et al. have recently demonstrated a
novel method for super-resolution STED and TEM-
based correlative method using NDs as an intracellular
dual probe (Figure 6) [71].

Here, the robustness of NDs as a CLEM probe was

demonstrated with simple test samples, as well as in
experimental verification with fixed and live cell CLEM.
The notable result included the possibility of perform-
ing CLEM experiments with resolution in a regime
closer to electron microscopy. NDs did not show any
signs of photobleaching or degradation. The FND-based
CLEM also empowered extension of the optical reso-
lution past the diffraction limit (<100 nm) [71]. This
study presented a straightforward workflow and the
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
possibility of performing CLEM experiments without

using any dedicated CLEM microscope. These recent
studies could establish NDs as an optimistic probe for
CLEM. However, we can envision further broadening of
ND application by attaching antibodies or reporter
molecules to enhance suitability for live cell CLEM or
standard immunolabeling with EM as well as correlation
in 3D.
Conclusions and outlook
Although NDs undoubtedly have a bright future in
imaging encompassing all its meanings, care should be
taken in distinguishing feasibility and detectability be-
tween different imaging techniques and modalities.
While the uniqueness of the ND characteristics unam-
biguously get to shine in advanced optical imaging

methods on cellular and subcellular level, the prospects
for in vivo imaging are more multifaceted. Optically
transparent organisms such as Caenorhabditis elegans,
Danino rerio, Drosophila Melanogaster, and the chorioal-
lantoic membrane model are well suited as nonmam-
malian in vivo models using cellular imaging techniques
[15], and nanocarbons have, to date, been successfully
evaluated on these [41,70,108]. For mammalian models,
the use of optical imaging methods for in vivo imaging is
quite restricted mainly to small animals. However, more
recent developments have brought about techniques

such as 2P and MP imaging also as in vivo compatible
methods, which enable deeper tissue penetration using
longer excitation wavelengths. Still, the detection depth
of conventional methods relying on single-photon exci-
tation lies around 100e150 mm, extending to
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 6
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STED–TEM correlative imaging of intracellular NDs in TEM sections. In (a) a correlation image of TEM (gray) and STED (cyan) on a single cell is shown.
In (b)and (c), a zoomed section of the correlation result is shown for TEM and STED, respectively. (c) It is shown that NDs can be resolved with improved
resolution by STED depletion. (d) The line profile values and a two-peak Lorentzian fit of the data are shown. The two distinct peaks of NDs are ~90 nm
apart. Thus, an enhanced resolution in CLEM can be obtained by using NDs. The NDs can be used as markers to precisely correlated multimodal
imaging. (e) Inset image showing a selection of a region of interested (ROI) for image correlation. (f) TEM image of ROI. (g) Fluorescence signal from ROI.
(h) The precise image correlation using FNDs as dual landmarks [71]. STED, stimulated emission depletion; ND, nanodiamond; CLEM, correlative
microscopy confocal-EM.
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approximately 1000 mm with 2P/MP imaging. Another
issue to be taken into consideration is the power of
excitation of the light source. Laser powers used for
materials characterization are not applicable for imaging
of living organisms. This mismatch may explain why
www.sciencedirect.com
especially early reports tended to praise the fluores-
cence properties of ND, but still, molecular fluorescent
tags were used to label the ND to render them
detectable in the biological milieu. As mentioned pre-
viously, even the laser power used for STED imaging
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
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with ND should ideally be applied on fixed cells but may
be harmful for live cells. More consideration has to be
given to the applied laser powers for the imaging of
living organisms, and thus most in vivo imaging setups
feature low-energy excitation sources. 2P/MP imaging is
here an exception, whereby high power can be used
because the excitation volume is confined to femto-
liters, thereby causing less damage to tissue and less

phototoxicity. Therefore, along with the 2P (or MP)
excitation providing excellent signal-to-noise ratio for
deep tissue imaging, these are considered in vivo
compatible techniques. Nevertheless, compared with
fluorescent dyes, quite high laser powers are generally
required to excite NDs, which may not be compatible
with most in vivo imaging setups. Gerstenhaber et al.
[72] successfully managed to detect (F)ND on an IVIS�

in vivo imaging system, albeit at concentrations and
particle sizes that may not be clinically translatable.
Consequently, the potential of NDs as CAs for more

clinically relevant imaging techniques such as PAI and
MRI should not be disregarded.

On the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
tandem with the extensive methodology and instru-
mentation development, also the need for new methods
of processing image information is required because of
the considerably larger amount of data that are generated
as a consequence of the former. Here, artificial neural
networkebased methodologies could be used for big
data processing. Carbon-based NPs have already been

used for monitoring of the renal excretion of the fluo-
rescent nanocomposites and their components in urine
with the aid of artificial neural networks [109]. Owing to
the alteration in optical properties with the surrounding
conditions together with the high variability in auto-
fluorescence between different tissues, the extraction of
individual fluorescence signals of NPs and biological
tissue using traditional methods is not feasible. Owing to
the recent developments on ND design including effi-
cient deagglomeration methods [110] and ways to con-
trol and preserve the optical properties, we envision
exciting applications in this direction for these also in the

future [111]. A few in vivo studies have already pointed
toward the safe use of ND in living organisms [41,45],
but the final in vivo fate of ND still largely remains
elusive. Systematic investigations addressing the
pharmacokinetic properties of ND (especially so elimi-
nation from the body, given that diamond is not a
degradable material) are required to justify the use and
boost the developments of ND on organism level, for
example, for long-term in vivo imaging. However, in
cellular imaging, the unique optical properties of ND
have already, to date, proven them highly interesting

materials to be used for the tracking and sensing of
intracellular and molecular processes via different
advanced imaging techniques and beyond [60, 112]
where these intriguing gems can be exploited to their
full potential.
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2019, 39:220–231
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